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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

A. Background of the Study 

Teaching rEnglish rin rIndonesia rhas ra runique way rthat ris rdifferent 

rfrom rother rcountries rbecause in Indonesia, rEnglish ras ra rsecond rlanguage. 

rIn rIndonesia rEnglish ras ra rforeign rlanguage rand rits rdifferences rbecome ra 

rsignificant rproblem rbecause rIndonesian rlearners ruse rEnglish ras ra rforeign 

rlanguage. English is still applied in the realm of education in Indonesia, 

students are introduced through learning and teaching. then they will 

know and apply what they learn in education to their daily life. Students 

rlearn rEnglish rin rschools ror rcourses, rwhich rallows rthem rto rincrease rtheir 

rknowledge rof raspects rof rthe rlanguage. There are four language skills that 

students need to learn in English, such as listening, reading, speaking, 

and writing. In addition, English also has components such as 

pronuciation, grammar, vocabulary, etc. All the skills and their 

components are related, students will learn their skills and their 

components so that they can communicate well.
1
 Due rto rthe rvariety rof 

rways rof rlearning rEnglish, rmany rstudents rare runable rto rpronounce rEnglish 

rwords rfluently. R 
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In English, there are four skills taught from Junior High School. 

There are listening, speaking, reading and writing. Speaking skill is one 

of the important skills that must be taught to students in order to 

communicate verbally with others. However, students at SMP YAMIS 

Jakarta often have difficulty in pronouncing. Most of the students 

sometimes cannot pronounce words and sentences fluently. Because 

they do not know how to pronounce words and sentences correctly 

according to the pronunciation rules themselves, such as spelling, stress 

and intonation. So that in listening they cannot understand what they are 

talking about. They find difficulties in pronouncing words and 

sentences. This shows that their pronunciation needs to be improved. 

Pronunciation is one element of speaking skills. In pronunciation, 

students usually find problems, especially students in Indonesia because 

English is not their first language. Problems found in English 

pronunciation, especially in Indonesia, are usually errors and unclear 

pronunciation of students' words. The words that students mispronounce 

are influenced by their mother tongue or first language. 

Pronunciation ris rthe rbasic relement rin rEnglish rthat rstudents rneed rto 

rsucceed rin rspeaking rand rwriting. rstudents' rpronunciation rskills rin 

rEnglish rare rstill rlow rand rthey roften rhave rdifficulty rpronouncing 
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rvocabulary ris ranother rproblem rfaced rby rboth rstudents rand rteachers rat 

rschool. rPronunciation ris rimportant rfor rforeign rlanguage rlearners, rbecause 

rthey rcan rlearn rhow rsounds rare rproduced rand runderstood. Intelligible 

pronunciation is an essential component of communicative 

competence.
2
 If rstudents rcannot rpronounce rvocabulary rclearly rand 

rfluently, rit rcan rlead rto rmisunderstandings in rcommunication  rwith rother 

rspeakers. rTeaching rEnglish rpronunciation ris rvery rimportant rto 

runderstand rhow rto rpronounce rEnglish rfluently. 

In this study, the researcher discusses the type of pronunciation 

material that is suprasegmental. Suprasegmental characteristics have 

two aspects, namely stress and intonation. Stress is the level of strength 

of the sound or syllable being conveyed. One syllable in each word will 

sound louder than the other. We can know the students' ability to 

recognize the spoken word class. Intonation is often used to refer to the 

way someone says something. In English, the way something is said 

includes not only the movement of the pitch but also its length, 

intensity, and a number of other factors, such as sound quality. by 

studying word stress and understanding the context in studying 

intonation. 
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Students must be considered in pronouncing English words is the 

word stress and intonation. Students often have difficulty in 

pronouncing English words and understanding the meaning of spoken 

words and sentences. In high school English learning, when 

pronouncing words and sentences, it is important to pay attention to 

how they remember the words and sentences they say. Simply speaking, 

pronunciation is the way in which a word is pronounced. Another 

definition explained that pronunciation is the act or result of producing 

the sound of speech, including articulation, stress and intonation often 

with reference to some standard of correctness or acceptability.
3
 Which 

must be clear and in accordance with the existing context. So that they 

understand what is being said and easy to understand the meaning. 

Therefore, students must pay attention to the word stress and Intonation. 

English teacher should teach word-stress and Intonation to make 

students master word-stress and Intonation which will make them 

influential in speaking English. Teaching pronunciation can be made 

more effective in an ESL/EFL classroom. 

To rimprove rthe rbest rand roptimize rthe rlearning rprocess, rone rof rthe 

rmeasures ris rteaching rPronunciation rthe rusage rof rContextual Teaching 
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and Learning ras a method. rContextual rteaching rand rlearning rprovides 

rmaterial rassociated rwith rstudents’ rreal-life. rContextual rteaching rand 

rlearning rrelates rstudents’ ractivities rin rtheir rcontext rin ractual-life 

rsituations. rWith rthe raid rof rmaking rthose rconnections, rthe rstudents rsee 

rwhich rmeans rin rassignments. rWhile rstudents rformulate ra rtask ror rbecome 

raware rof ra rproblem, rthey rsearch rfor rinformation rand rreach ra 

rresponsibility. rwhen rthey ractively rselect, rorder, rarrange, rtouch, rplan 

rinvestigations, rquestion, rand rmake rdecisions rto rreach robjectives, rthey 

rrelate rinstructional rcontent rmaterial rto rthe rcontext rof rlife rconditions, rand 

ron rthis rway rdiscover rmeaning. 

As rwe rknow rthat rAnother rproblem rin rteaching rpronunciation rby 

rESL rteachers ris rthe rdifficulty rin rdeciding rfocused rarea rof rpronunciation 

rfor rtheir rlessons. Most of the researchers who are interested in this 

learning method but different English elements. The  rprimary ris 

rconducted rthrough rYeni rGhonivita1, rJohn rPahamzah, rMurti rAyu 

rWijayanti rentitled rImproving rStudents’ rListening rSkill rand rVocabulary 

rMastery rthrough rContextual rTeaching rand rLearning. And rthe rsame 

rcriteria rof rthe rresearch ris ralso rdone rby rHaerazi, rZukhairatunniswah 

rPrayati, rRully rMay rVikasari. rEntitled Practicing rcontextual rteaching rand 

rlearning r(CTL) rapproach rto rimprove rstudents’ rreading rcomprehension rin 
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rrelation rto rmotivation. Both using contextual teaching and learning but 

the elements are different. RBased ron rthe rexplanation above, the 

researcher would like to conduct an experimental research for students’ 

pronunciation ability using contextual teaching and learning. This rstudy 

rwould rdevelop ra rvalid, rfeasible rand refficient rfor “The Effectiveness of 

CTL (Contextual Teaching and Learning) in Pronunciation 

Ability”. The development of this method is expected to enable 

students to discover their own learning concepts, to link the learning 

materials they receive with the students' daily life, so as to create 

effective, innovative, exciting and fun lessons. 

 

B. Identification of the Study  

 In relation to background of the problem above, the following 

problems can be identified: 

a. Students have difficulty in pronouncing words in English 

b. Students have difficulty in distinguishing word classes when saying 

words or listening to spoken words 

c. Students do not pay attention to how to pronounce properly and 

correctly 

d. Students have difficulty in understanding the spoken word 
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e. In the learning process, students only know the pronunciation and 

meaning without knowing the use and meaning, the words and 

sentences used 

 

C. Limitation of the Problem 

This study concluded some problem the influenced the low 

competence of the students’ pronunciation ability. This study named 

The Effectiveness of CTL (Contextual Teaching and Learning) in 

Pronunciation Ability with pre test and post test. The researcher tries 

to find out the effectiveness of using contextual teaching and learning in 

teaching pronunciation to approve students’ pronunciation ability 

including stress and intonation. The subject of study is the students of 

seventh grade at SMP YAMIS Jakarta.  

 

D. Formulation of the Study  

Related to the background of study above, the research of problems are: 

1. How is students’ pronunciation ability at VII grade students at SMP 

YAMIS Jakarta? 

2. How is the Implementation of CTL (Contextual Teaching and 

Learning) in Pronunciation Ability at VII grade students at SMP 

YAMIS Jakarta? 
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3.  What is the effect of using CTL (Contextual Teaching and 

Learning) in Pronunciation Ability at VII grade students at SMP 

YAMIS Jakarta? 

 

 

E. The Aims of the Study 

Based on the statement of the problems above, the specific 

objective of the research are : 

1. To find out students’ pronunciation ability at VII grade students in 

SMP YAMIS Jakarta. 

2. To Explore the effectiveness of using CTL (Contextual Teaching 

and Learning) in pronunciation ability of VII grade in SMP YAMIS 

Jakarta. 

3. To describe the effectiveness using CTL (Contextual Teaching and 

Learning) in Pronunciation Ability at VII grade in SMP YAMIS 

Jakarta. 

 

F. Significances of the Study 

1. Theoretically 

 In teaching English by using contextual teaching and learning 

methods in students’ pronunciation ability to improve how to 

pronounce English correctly and can be easily understood by 

students. With this approach, students will be more creative, 
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independent, active, and innovative. Students are better able to 

elaborate on the content of learning contextually based on the real 

world. Researcher combined contextual material with 

pronunciation, especially two aspects of English, such as word 

stress and intonation. By combining these methods and materials, 

students can easily learn and remember the correct pronunciation 

and understand the use of spoken words and sentences. 

2. Practically  

a. For the teacher 

 A teacher will get an innovative new method in 

improving his teaching method. effective methods will actually 

have an effect on the quality of the teaching technique. This 

method will help students achieve the excellent results.  

b. For the student 

 The students can improve their English pronunciation 

ability with the result of this research. 

c. For the researcher 

 The researcher as a teacher can use this method to 

improve her teaching skill in teaching pronunciation. 
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G. Terminology 

 The thing that must be considered when speaking English is the 

correct pronunciation. Correct pronunciation will focus on meanings 

and meanings that are easy to understand. Students must pay attention 

to how to pronounce English words and sentences correctly. Knowing 

how to pronounce with word stress, the pronunciation will be clearer 

and in accordance with the meaning. Teachers must also pay attention 

to teaching that is correct and adheres to the existing context. So that 

students can find out information easily and pronounce words and 

sentences easily. According to the correct pronunciation, to improve 

students’ pronunciation ability using the contextual teaching and 

learning method is expected to make it easier for students and teachers 

to collect information and pronounce information clearly and correctly. 

 

H. The Hypothesis of the Study 

 Hypothesis is to explain relationship between two or more 

variable. The title is The rEffectiveness rof rContextual rTeaching rand 

rLearning rin Pronunciation Ability at Seventh grade  rat rSMP rYAMIS 

RJAKARTA. 

1. The Null Hypothesis (Ho) There is no significant effect of 

Contexual teaching and learning in Pronunciation Ability. 
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2. The Alternative Hypothesis (Ha) There is a significant effect of 

Contextual teaching and learning in Pronunciation Ability. 

 

I. Organization of the Research 

 Chapter I is introduction, it contains the background of study, 

identification of the problem, the statement of the problem, the aim of 

the problem, the significance of the research, hypothesis, and the 

organization of the writing. 

 Chapter II is a theoretical framework, it contains the definition 

of pronunciation inculed stress and intonation and contextual teaching 

and learning. 

 Chapter III is research methodology, it contains research 

methodology, place and time of the research, the population and 

sample, the instrument data collection, and the technique of data 

analyzing. 

 Chapter IV is research finding, it contains data description, the 

data analysis, the hypothesis testing, and the interpretation of data. 

 Chapter V is conclusions and suggestions. 

 


